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IT IS FROM WASTE TO GOOD USE
IT IS BIODEGRADEBLE
Many of our activities contribute to
global warming.
One of the key contributors is combustion or burning –
the result of our industrial, commercial and agricultural
activities. Whether it is the burning and clearing of trees
to make way for development, the burning of crops or
agricultural residues to dispose of unwanted products of
by-products, these activities increase the greenhouse
effect, cause climatic changes and add to the big picture
of global warming.
Have you ever wondered what happens in the process of
cultivation, harvesting and the “clean up” or disposal of
unwanted residues?
Let us bring you through on how we turn waste to good use.
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INTRODUCTION ABOUT OGT

–
O G T l o o k s at i n n o vat i v e way s t o r e v i v e a n d
r e c o v e r a s m u c h o f o u r i n va l u a b l e l i m i t e d

It is the world’s responsibility to protect our environment,
and it begins from every one of us. Each detail in our daily
actions has an impact on our surroundings. With little steps
taken to go green however, we can create a tremendous
positive ripple effect that could salvage our environment.
We can build a better home for everyone in the world by
simply being more conscious of the everyday items we use
and by paying more attention to the lifestyle we lead. It may
not be possible if we rely solely on a single entity, but with
the power of everyone, OGT believes that we can turn the
concept of eco - friendly living into a lifestyle for everyone,
everywhere around the globe.

Be A part
Of The Gre e n
Tribe Today !

VI SI O N

M I S S I ON

To be in the industry
forefront by reimagining
the go-green movement
into an eco - conscious
lifestyle, driven by the
innovative use of green
materials in the quest
for a healthier world.

To conserve our endangered
Mother Earth for the future
generation by extending
the holistic idea of an ecoconscious lifestyle to every
individual and stitching
together a better tomorrow.

THE OGT
JOURNEY

2011

r e s o u r c e s a s p o s s i b l e, a n d s ta r t e d t o c o n v e r t
“ wa s t e ” t o g o o d u s e s i n c e 2 0 0 5 .

OGT was founded in Malaysia in 2005. It has a
history of 13 years. It is a leading enterprise in
China which integrates research & development,
production and sales in manufacturing of solid
materials and products with plant fibre.
Presently, it has successfully developed and
put into production a series of plant and biofibre product by using straw (rice, corn, wheat,
peanut), tea leaves, coffee residues, shells

and other plant and bio-fibre raw materials.
After many years of technical research and
development and market development,
products are exported to Europe, Japan,
Korea, South East Asia and more than 10 other
countries and regions, provided about 8000 tons
of high-quality plant and fibre products to the
market annually. In 2016, the output value was
35 million Yuan, and the market share remained
at above 40%.

2004

2005

Malaysia is deeply
affected by haze
with the burning
of straw, and the
founder sprouted the
idea of making straw
and rice husk into
tableware.
Malaysian OGT first
straw research and
development plant
was established
and set up in Kuala
Lumpur, Malaysia.

2008

2010

OGT was invited to
represent Malaysia
to attend the second
Asia - Pacific SME
Development Forum.

OGT Shenyang
Production Base
officially began
production, with
Dalian as the sales
and R&D headquarter.

2012

2014
|
2017

OGT Alibaba
domestic and
international B end
(merchant interface)
online station started.
It was designated
the green tableware
for The 7th Farmers’
Games of the People’s
Republic of China
held at Nanyang City,
Henan Province.

Passed the Japanese
eco-mark certification.
Strategic collaboration
with Suncha, General
Administration of Sport
and Xiaomi...
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Careful selection of quality rice husk
Raw materials of product is carefully selected,
adhered to the use of healthy rice husk of
north east organic rice that is rich in natural
rice bran fibre elements and rice bran oil.

TURNI N G
WAST E I NTO
GOOD USE
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High precision grinding
Grinded at high precision into
70 fine particles.
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Handling of raw material
Careful handling of raw material.

THE
TECHNOLOGICAL
FLOW
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Moulded under high
temperature and pressure
Forming rice husk vinegar under high
temperature and pressure that contains
plant antibacterial properties and function
that can increase negative ions.
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Precise abrading
Precise abrading, not easily broken at
1.5 meters free drop, the broken edges
are not sharp, safety is high.

Have you ever wondered
what happens in the
process of cultivation,
harvesting and the
“clean up” or disposal
of unwanted residues?
What do we do with our
agricultural leftovers
– the rice husks?

Made from 100%
Natural Extract

Toxic-free
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They literally go up in smoke! – Hills and hills of rice husks
have to be disposed of and the most convenient and quickest
way is to burn them. This current practice is the norm and
takes place in rice producing countries everywhere! This
burning adds to air pollution, to the haze we see, to global
warming. It also increases our carbon footprints tremendously.
Experiencing the increasing effects of global warming as our
climatic changes has shown – are just the beginning. How
to treat it? OGT recovers and creates values from what was
considered waste and makes RiceWare Series.
Why Rice Husks? Why not?
The natural features of rice husk make it suitable to be
used to produce reusable products. These products are
made of organic fibers, hence are able to withstand high
temperature with no risk of toxicity exposure - as they are
100% biodegradable.

Wide range of
temperature tolerance.

BPA free

Long-lasting, able to withstand fair wear and tear

Eco-friendly

Strict quality inspection
Strict quality control.
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Sterilization

UV sterilization.

Products Series By Using
Different Waste

Sandalwood

Coffee Bean

Peanut Husk

Wheat Straw
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OUR ADVANTAGES

Committed to build a
world-leading benchmark
enterprise, integrating
independent research and
development , production
and sales for new material
of straw.

TEAM OF OVERSEAS
RETURNEES

INNOVATIVE CONCEPT

GLOBAL LAYOUT PLAN

Products undergone test by
the National Product Quality
Supervision and Inspection
Institute for product standard,
test by SGS for EU standards,
test by Reach, Rohs and
Japanese food hygiene law,
test by US Food and Drug
Administration FDA for green,
healthy, environmental friendly
straw materials and products.

Company has branches in Hong
Kong, Malaysia and Japan now.
To set up its own sales network
globally in the next five years,
at the same time to establish a
close collaboration with many
existing online partners in order
to realize a development layout
plan for a global market channel.

Having a team of professional
R&D overseas returnees, through
continuous technology upgrades
and craftwork modification, we
have obtained a number of
patented technologies with
independent research and
development on unique
technology formula.

CORE TECHNOLOGY

Has obtained nearly 100
invention patent certificates and
utility model patent certificates,
to warrant product technology
advantages; to build a straw raw
material research and development
centre, and to establish an
academician workstation
that gathers excellent talents
domestically and abroad with
Tsinghua University as the centre.
CERTIFICATIONS &
ENDORSEMENTS

We exercise stringent quality
control measures with good
business practices compliance
to international standards.
Every product bears the OGT’s
assurance – backed by research
and development, knowledge,
skills and expertise.

OGT is committed to
deliver high-quality
biodegradable products
with consistency, durability
and trust. Our certification
and endorsement provides
assurance with regards to
our quality, safety
and reliability.

QUALITY CONTROL
National Product Quality Supervision and Inspection Agency Test for national standard / USA Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) standard inspection test / Germicidal detection in Germany / EU standard product test
/ EU BPA (bisphenol A) detection / EU REACH 168 hazardous chemical substances detection / EU ROHS
heavy metal substance detection / Japan Food Safety Law experimental test

PRODUCT
VERIFICATION
TESTS

We exercise stringent quality control measures with good
business practices compliance to international standards.
Every product bears the OGT’s assurance -backed by
research and development, knowledge, skills and expertise.
OGT is committed to deliver high - quality biodegradeble
products with consistency, durability and trust. Our certification
and endorsement provide assurance with regards to our
quality, safety and reliability.
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CLIENTELES

Our
Market
Partners
After years of technical and market research and
development, our products are exported to Europe,
Japan, Korea and more than 10 other regions, provide
about 8000 tons of high-quality plant fiber products to
the market annually.
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Superior
Quality At

Material
Naturally derived rice husk
harvested from nature, not
chemically produced and
not a plastic.

Durability and Density
Compact, lightweight,
tough and able to
withstand wide range
of temperature.

Finishing,
One Glance

Colour
The shade of the brown colour of our
products is natural and may vary depending
on the types of raw materials used. There is
no artificial colour toner is added.

Texture
Glossy touch due to
the natural precipitated rice bran oil.

Compliance To
International
Standards
Food safe, BPA free.
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M A K E A G R E E N E R C HOI C E F OR
THE FUTURE AND MAKE YOUR
BR A N D STAN DS OU T F R O M THE
OTHERS! BE THE DIFFERENCE!

WHY NOT
GIVE
RICE HUSKS
A TRY ?

CUSTO M I Z AT I ON
I S AVA I L ABL E
Patented molecular
modification technology
International professional
design team for product
design customization
Over 10 production line
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OGT Innoveco Sdn. Bhd. (1306903-M)
27-1 1st floor, Jalan PJS 5/30, Pusat Perdagangan,
Petaling Jaya Selatan, 46150 Petaling Jaya,
Selangor, Malaysia
hello.innoveco@ogtmy.com | www.ogtmy.com

